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 › Adhesive note paper and cubes

 › Adhesive wall decals with safety reminders

 › Antimicrobial mouse pads

 › Antimicrobial pens for signing receipts

 › Antimicrobial styluses

 › Chargers

 › Disposable or promotional face masks

 › Employee apparel

 › Flash drives

 › Freestanding vinyl wall barriers

 › Hand wash reminder signs for restrooms

 › Imprinted directional floor and carpet 
decals, mats

 › Lunch coolers

 › Magnets for file cabinets

 › No-contact tool for opening doors 
and pressing buttons

 › Notepads and journals

 › Personalised drinkware

 › Phone stands

 › Power banks

 › Protective acrylic counter barrier 
with graphic decals

 › Retractable badge and security 
card holders

 › UV phone steriliser with wireless 
charging pad

 › Wall and door signs and banner

General offices

Offices will need some extra supplies in the months going forward. It’s important for employees and guests to 
feel comfortable and safe while in the building, using community spaces and in their work area. This checklist will 
help let you know what products will help get the office up and running again.

Prepare to safely bring back employees
As companies start to reopen, it’s important to make sure your business is prepared. It is 
recommended that people continue to follow the following practices to ensure a safe and 
smooth transition:

 › Social distancing (specifically, staying 1.5meters away from 
others when you must go into a shared space)

 › Frequently washing hands or use alcohol-based (at least 70% 
alcohol) hand sanitiser when soap and water are not available

 › Wearing cloth face coverings

 › Avoiding touching eyes, nose, and mouth

 › Staying home when sick

 › Cleaning and disinfecting frequently touched 
objects and surfaces

We have a variety of products that will help you follow these guidelines, and they can even be branded to your 
business to encourage camaraderie amongst employees and your surrounding community.

Get what you need to get back to business
In order to get back to work, businesses need to adapt to new ways of doing 
business. This means making sure you have all the necessary tools to keep employees 
and customers safe. No matter what kind of business it is, changes will need to be 
made, and these checklists are here to help.
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